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Caution: Care must be taken when performing theses procedures as the cable
and gear members can cause personal injury in the event of any movement of
pieces.

Ensure that the display is not activated using normal lockout procedures and the
damaged arm is separated from the others and cannot move up or down during
the procedure.

Tools Required
-two 12" wrenches
-ladder
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Remove two bolts

1.1 Remove the two display arm mounting bolts with two 1/2"
     wrenches or a 1/2" socket drive and wrench combo. Remove
     the arm and place it out of the way.
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Remove bolt
and looped
cable end.

2.1 Use a ladder to gain access to the top of the display.
     Remove bolt connecting looped wire end to display arm.
     Make sure to save all components for use with the new trolley.
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3.1 Remove 5/16" bolts and nuts from back of trolley bracket. Once
      again, save the parts and keep them readily available. The trolley
      bracket is now ready for removal.

Note: When removing the cable from the bracket, observe it's routing
        (what it passes over/under). This will make installation easier.

Bolt locations
(2 places)
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4.1 Slide new trolley bracket over arm with brake pad lifted up.
     (See Figure 1-1) Assemble lower bracket components.
     You can refer to the adjacent arm to see configuration of parts.
     Only bolt the lower section of the trolley bracket at this step.

Brake lifted up

Figure 1-1

Insert bolt and split pin
into trolley bracket at this time.

Only bolt the bottom section at this step.
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5.1 Pass cables looped end between pulley and brake. Check position
      of brake to make sure that it has not fallen down. Brake rubber
      pad must be up and against tube. Inspect brake pad for wear or
     damage, replace pad and do not use the display arm until repaired.

Proper brake
location
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6.1 Insert black wheel with center bushing into new trolley bracket.
     Once again, check position of brake pad before tightening.
     You may have to release the brake in order to insert bolt.
     (See Figure 1-2)

Press up here to
release break

Figure 1-2

brake must be
in this positron
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Replace bolt
and looped
cable end.

7.1 When re-attaching cable, locate crimped end facing out from arm.
      This is important because if not done, the cable could damage
      the pulley. (See Figure 1-3)

     The remainder of the arm is now ready for assembly and the
     display is ready for use. Make sure to check that all fasteners are
     tight and that the cable is positioned in the grooves of both the
     top and bottom pulleys.
     Test brake to insure it engages.

Note: attach end
of cable as

shown with small
piece to outside.

Figure 1-3
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8.1  Lift on carpet arm to move trolley bracket up releasing tension on cable,
       cable tension holds the break in the released position. Allow arm to come
       back down slowly and watch to see that brake tries to engage.
       Apply moderate pressure down on arm to ensure full contact of brake pad.

      Again lift arm 2 to 4 inches and allow brake to engage again.

      To Release Safety Brake: Push up on safety brake link assembly and
      slide trolley bracket down to remove slack in cable. Ensure cable is in pulley
      center groove. Visually check safety brake "C-clips" are in place. (see figure 1-4)

Lift

~Testing of Bracket Brake Pad~

Press up here to
release break

Figure 1-4

brake must be
in this positron
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